
DIDLS: The Key to Tone

Tone→Writer’s attitude 
toward a subject

Tone Devices: 

Diction
Imagery
Details
Language
Syntax (sentence structure)



Diction
• The connotation of the 

word choice (commonly 
associated meanings, not 
just dictionary definition)

• What words does the 
author choose? Consider 
his/her word choice. Why 
did the author choose 
that particular word? 
How does that specific 
word impact the piece?

• Laugh: guffaw, chuckle, 
giggle, cackle, snicker, roar 

• Self-confident: proud, 
conceited, egotistical, stuck-
up, haughty, smug, 
condescending 

• House: home, hut, shack, 
mansion, cabin, residence 

• Old: mature, experienced, 
antique, senior, ancient

• Fat: obese, plump, portly, 
burly, husky, full-figured



Imagery
• Vivid descriptions or use of 

figurative language that 
appeal to understanding 
through the senses (visual, 
auditory, olfactory, tactile, 
gustatory)

• What images does the 
author create? What does 
he/she focus on in a sensory 
way? Descriptive images the 
author puts in or omits 
reflect his/her style. Are they 
vibrant? Ordinary? 

• An old, mad, blind, 
despised, and dying 
king. (somber) 

• He clasps the crab with 
crooked hands. (dramatic) 

• Love gets you going 
like a fat gold watch. 
(fanciful) 

• Smiling, the boy fell 
dead. (shocking) 



Details
• Details – commonly the facts 

provided to convey support for 
the author’s tone. 

• The speaker's perspective 
shapes what details are given 
and which are not. Omitting 
information can influence tone 
just as much as 
adding/including details.

• Which details does the author 
choose to include? What do 
they imply? What info does the 
author omit? Why? How does 
this choice impact the piece? 

• The juror wiped sweat from 
his brow and once again 
shifted his weight in the old, 
stiff chair as the witness 
started to speak. 

• Is the detail about the chair 
necessary to the story? NO. If  
omitted, would the audience 
still get the big idea? YES.

• Why is this detail included? 
How does the detail about the 
chair convey a negative tone 
toward jury duty? 



LANGUAGE
• the overall use of language, such as 

formal, clinical, jargon, dialect, slang

• What is the overall impression of 
the language? Does it reflect 
education? Social class? A particular 
profession? Is it plain? Ornate? 
Simple? Clear? Figurative? Poetic? 
Regional?

• Language  - the entire body of 
words used in a text, not simply 
isolated bits of diction. For example, 
an invitation to a wedding might 
use formal language, while a 
biology text would use scientific and 
clinical language. 

• When I told Dad that I had 
goofed the exam, he blew his 
top. (slang) 

• I had him on the ropes in the 
fourth and if one of my short 
rights had connected, he'd 
have gone down for the 
count. (jargon) 

• A close examination and 
correlation of the most 
reliable current economic 
indexes justifies the 
conclusion that the next year 
will witness a continuation of 
the present, upward market 
trend. (pompous) 



SYNTAX 
(sentence structure)

• How a sentence is constructed 
affects the audience’s 
understanding.

• What are the sentences like? 
Simple with one or two 
clauses? Multiple phrases? 
Choppy? Flowing? Sinuous like 
a snake? 

• What tone do they convey?
• Does the syntax impact the 

pace? Speed up? Slow down?
• Does the syntax create clarity or 

confusion?
• Does it draw comparisons or 

emphasize contrasts?
• Does it mirror meaning?
• Why does the author structure 

the sentences in that way?

• Parallel syntax (similarly styled phrases and sentences) 
creates interconnected emotions, feelings and ideas. 

• Animated syntax uses dynamic, vibrant words and 
structure to liven or energize the subject. 

• Choppy syntax includes short sentences which are 
punchy, intense, and often emphatic, passionate or 
flippant. (think simple sentences)

• Long sentences point at the end and are distancing, 
reflective and more abstract, and often  suggest greater 
thought. (think compound-complex sentences) 

• Periodic sentences point at the beginning, followed by 
modifiers and phrases. 

• The inverted order of an interrogative sentence cues the 
reader to a question and creates tension between 
speaker and listener. Rhetorical questions are used to 
emphasize a point and get the audience thinking.



NOTE: Tone can change or shift. 

Often it will be signaled by:  

-key words→ but, yet, nevertheless, however, although

-punctuation→ dashes, periods, colons

-stanza and paragraph divisions

-changes in line and stanza or sentence length

To misinterpret tone is to misinterpret the 

author’s meaning and purpose.



PRACTICE TOGETHER
• “Maycomb was an old town , but it was a tired old town 

when I first knew it. In rainy weather the streets turned to red 
slop; grass grew on the sidewalks, the courthouse sagged in 
the square. Somehow, it was hotter then; a black dog suffered 
on a summer’s day; bony mules hitched to Hoover carts 
flicked flies in the sweltering shade of the live oaks on the 
square. Men’s stiff collars wilted by nine in the morning. 
Ladies bathed before noon, after their three-o’clock naps, and 
by nightfall were like soft teacakes with frostings of sweat and 
sweet talcum.”

• Identify: subject? tone? How does author convey this? 
Diction? Imagery? Details? Language? Syntax? Textual 
evidence. 


